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Abstract

Organic matter decomposition is a very important process within the Earth System
because it controls the rates of mineralization of carbon and other biogeochemical ele-
ments, determining their flux to the atmosphere and the hydrosphere. SOILR is a mod-
eling framework that contains a library of functions and tools for modeling soil organic5

matter decomposition under the R environment for computing. It implements a variety
of model structures and tools to represent carbon storage and release from soil organic
matter. In SOILR, organic matter decomposition is represented as a linear system of or-
dinary differential equations that generalizes the structure of most compartment-based
decomposition models. A variety of functions is also available to represent environ-10

mental effects on decomposition rates. This document presents the conceptual basis
for the functions implemented in the package. It is complementary to the help pages
released with the software.

1 Introduction

Organic matter decomposition is a fundamental process within the Earth System (Swift15

et al., 1979; Schlesinger, 1997; Jacobson, 2000). Through this process, carbon and
other biogeochemical elements fixed by plants in the process of photosynthesis are
transferred to the atmosphere and the hydrosphere in mineral form. This release of
biogeochemical elements is fundamental for other processes in the Earth System such
as the global energy balance, with important consequences for climate. Organic matter20

decomposition is also a basic process for the availability of biogeochemical elements
necessary for plant growth, therefore it has important consequences for agriculture and
humanity.

Given the importance of soil organic matter decomposition, many models have been
developed describing its dynamics (Manzoni and Porporato, 2009), but only few at-25

tempts have been made to synthesize them (e.g. Paustian et al., 1997; Wu and
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McGechan, 1998; Manzoni and Porporato, 2009). Although more than 250 different
models of soil organic matter decomposition have been proposed since the 1930s,
most of these models share common mathematical structures (Manzoni and Porpo-
rato, 2009). This suggests that it is possible to develop models that can generalize
most of the models already proposed. In fact, Ågren and Bosatta (1998) have made5

important contributions to a general theory of organic matter decomposition with the
development of the continuous quality theory.

In most models, organic matter is usually characterized by compartments with homo-
geneous decomposition rates, which in the continuous quality theory are approximated
by a continuous function between a rank variable denoted as quality and the decom-10

position rate. The continuous quality approach introduces a high level of generality,
but it also introduces limitations in terms of finding analytical solutions for complex
representations of organic matter heterogeneity (Sierra et al., 2011). For this reason,
the continuous quality theory has only been implemented to describe the dynamics of
the first moment of the distribution of quality. Furthermore, the description of microbial15

dynamics in the continuous quality theory lacks the generality needed to encompass
different mathematical representations of microbial-substrate interactions.

A general theory of soil organic matter decomposition can benefit greatly from a syn-
thesis of the different modeling approaches already proposed. It would help to identify
model structures that have been used frequently with certain degree of success to20

represent observed data.
Recently, Held (2005) has called to attention a growing gap between high-end sim-

ulations and theoretical understanding in climate modeling, which we believe also ap-
plies to Earth system modeling in general. Current models are highly complex and
use sophisticated algorithms to represent different processes within the Earth system.25

However, it is difficult to obtain a basic understanding of system behavior from these
models due to their complexity. Furthermore, these models include only one single set
of functions to represent a specific process, which is equivalent to proposing one single
hypothesis to explain system structure and function. Therefore, Held (2005) proposed
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the development of hierarchical models in which detailed models can be reduced in
hierarchies that help to better understand system dynamics. In one end, the general
model has a high level of abstraction and helps to elucidate basic properties of the
system. At the other end, detailed models are specific realizations of the general mod-
els that can help to predict system behavior under specific conditions such as climate5

change or emission scenarios.
In this document we introduce SOILR, a modeling framework to represent the pro-

cess of soil organic matter decomposition in terrestrial ecosystems. It was developed
under the idea of hierarchical models that synthesize different approaches to represent
the decomposition process. The current version is built under the mathematical formal-10

ism of linear dynamical systems to represent, in a very general form, soil organic matter
as a state variable with time dependent inputs, outputs, and internal transformations.

A dynamical system, in a broad sense, is a system that evolves in time through the
iterated application of an underlying dynamical rule (Jost, 2005). To describe the evo-
lution of a dynamical system over time, it is necessary to represent the actual state15

of the system and a mathematical rule that dictates the change of state. There are
many different ways to represent both the state of the soil system and its transition
rules. SOILR provides the basic framework to accommodate different representations
of state or system structure and its dynamics. This is accomplished by a library of dif-
ferent numerical functions that can represent many different possibilities of soil organic20

matter dynamics.
This document presents the main structural characteristics of SOILR and the quanti-

tative tools that can be used to represent different soil biogeochemical processes. The
first version of this tool is focused on organic matter decomposition, and other versions
of the package will include nutrient dynamics and isotopic composition.25

1.1 General information about SOILR and R

The modeling framework we describe in this document is implemented in the R environ-
ment for computing (R Development Core Team, 2011). However, numerical ecosystem
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models are frequently developed in low-level programming languages such as C or
Fortran. There are many advantages of using these low-level languages, specially
in terms of computational efficiency; however, they are difficult to learn for scientists
not formally trained in programing. At a different side of the spectrum of programming
languages is the R environment; a high-level language in which simplicity may com-5

promise efficiency. For many applications in ecosystem modeling though, the nature
and size of the problems are usually not large enough for this being an important is-
sue. Simplicity however, has been a major constraint for a wide adoption of models in
ecosystem science.

Another important issue for model development is accessibility. Models coded in10

licensed software impose limitations in accessibility and future developments of new
tools and models. Open Source software is ideal for guaranteeing that code can be
freely distributed, used, and modified by everyone.

SOILR was developed in the R environment for computing to provide simple ac-
cess of soil organic matter decomposition models in an Open Source platform where15

the code is freely accessible. To see source code and examples of the functions im-
plemented in SOILR the user only needs to type the name of the function in the R
command shell. To obtain more detailed documentation, the user can simply type a
question mark (?) followed by a function name.

R allows the integration of concepts from functional and object oriented program-20

ing and can interface with many other low-level programing languages (Chambers,
2008). R also allows the development of software using concepts of literate program-
ing (Knuth, 1984), allowing the production of code and documentation within the same
environment.

As an open source tool, SOILR is also open for contributions by users interested in25

improving the existing code, make corrections on bugs in the code, add new functions,
improve efficiency and functionality, etc.
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1.2 Development philosophy

In the development of SOILR, we were guided by four basic ideas:

– Open source and reproducibility: users should have access to all functions and
be able to make changes as desired. Similarly, all functions and analyses imple-
mented in SOILR can potentially be scrutinized or reimplemented in other lan-5

guages. Results obtained using SOILR are therefore reproducible.

– High-level programing: users should be less concerned with model implementa-
tion and more focused on scientific exploration. Functions implemented in SOILR
must be easy to use and require little input from the user, except for the input data
and parameter values required for specific simulations.10

– Flexibility: users should be able to have alternatives for representing the same
system in different ways. This is accomplished in SOILR with the development of
libraries. For example, the user is free to choose the temperature dependence of
decomposition rates from a long list of options. Users can also define their own
functions and incorporate them in the system.15

– Interoperability: users should have the option of using tools from other developers.
In R, a large numbers of functions and tools are available for data analysis, pro-
graming, and visualization. These tools can be easily incorporated within SOILR
to provide a large number of possibilities for data analysis, statistics, and simula-
tion.20

2 Theoretical framework

2.1 Brief history of SOM modeling

Although early models of soil organic matter decomposition employed geometric se-
ries or difference equations (e.g. Nikiforoff, 1936; Jenny et al., 1949), the predominant
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mathematical formalism since the 1940s is that of ordinary differential equations (Man-
zoni and Porporato, 2009). Representing decomposition of chemical substances by
differential equations was introduced much earlier than that (Van’t Hoff, 1884). How-
ever, within the ecological disciplines, Olson (1963) presented the first comprehensive
treatment of mathematical models of organic matter decomposition, popularizing the5

model

dX
dt

= L−kX , (1)

where X is either oven-dry weight, organic carbon, or energy in organic matter; L is
the income of organic matter; and k a decay constant.

Equation (1) treats soil organic matter as one single compartment with an overall10

decomposition rate representative of all substances within the soil matrix. It has been
commonly noted that soil organic matter is heterogeneous, and the single exponential
model of decomposition fails to account for this heterogeneity (Minderman, 1968; Swift
et al., 1979). Earlier, Henin et al. (1959) proposed a model to account for the different
rates of decomposition of labile and stable material, also considering the process of15

humification, i.e. the transfer of material from the labile to the stable pool. This model
can be expressed as

dX1

dt
= L−k1X1

dX2

dt
= αk1X1 −k2X2, (2)

20

where X1 represents the labile pool and X2 the stable pool. The parameter α repre-
sents the humification or transfer rate. A variant of this model have been widely used
for studies of litter decomposition, in which the system of equations takes the form
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(Minderman, 1968; Means et al., 1985)

dX1

dt
= γL−k1X1

dX2

dt
= (1−γ)L−k2X2. (3)

In this case, the two pools decompose independently from one another and the amount5

of litter inputs L is partitioned between the pools according to the parameter γ.
Different variations of these models can be found in the literature, with different num-

ber of pools and transfer among compartments.
Two numerical compartment models have become standard in representing organic

matter decomposition, these are the RothC (Jenkinson and Rayner, 1977; Jenkinson10

et al., 1990) and the Century (Parton et al., 1987) models. These two models have
been used successfully to represent soil carbon dynamics at different spatial and tem-
poral scales (Paul and Clark, 1996; Paustian et al., 1997). Although these models were
developed on the grounds of pragmatism rather than based on strict mathematical for-
malisms (Bolker et al., 1998), they can be easily translated into systems of differential15

equations with the general model (Bolker et al., 1998; Paustian et al., 1997)

dX1

dt
=f (θ1k1X1, · · · ,θmkmXm)

...

dXm

dt
=f (θ1k1X1, · · · ,θmkmXm), (4)

20

where θ is a parameter set modifying the decomposition rate k, and m the total number
of compartments representing the system.

In general, the number of compartments in this type of models is less than 10 (Man-
zoni and Porporato, 2009), and the decomposition rate constant may be a function of
temperature, moisture, and/or other edaphic conditions.25
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We make use of this mathematical abstraction (Eq. 4), to propose a general model
of soil organic matter decomposition.

2.2 A general model of soil organic matter decomposition

Models of soil organic matter decomposition are, in their large majority, specific cases
of linear dynamical systems (Bolker et al., 1998; Manzoni and Porporato, 2009; Luo5

and Weng, 2011). Making use of this property, we propose a model that generalizes
the majority of all previously proposed compartment models. This general model is
given by

dC(t)
dt

= I(t)+A(t)C(t), (5)

where C(t) is a m×1 vector of carbon stores in m pools at a given time t; A(t) is10

a m×m square matrix containing time-dependent decomposition rates for each pool
and transfer coefficients between pools; and I(t) is a time-dependent column vector
describing the amount of inputs to each pool m.

The matrix A(t) is particularly important because it defines both the model structure
and the extrinsic effects on decomposition and transfer rates. For this reason we rewrite15

Eq. (5) as

dC(t)
dt

= I(t)+ ξ(t)AC(t), (6)

where ξ(t) is a time-dependent scalar containing the extrinsic or environmental effects
on decomposition rates. Notice that the matrix A contains now constant coefficients
defining model structure.20

From this general Eq. (6), it is possible to derive a large variety of structures for
compartment models.
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2.3 The matrix A and model structure

Organic matter decomposition can be represented with a large variety of model struc-
tures and levels of connectivity among compartments (Swift et al., 1979; Bruun et al.,
2008; Manzoni and Porporato, 2009). Different model structures are determined by the
matrix A in linear dynamical systems (Bolker et al., 1998; Manzoni et al., 2009). For5

instance, the parallel or pure decay structure (Fig. 1) in compartment models is defined
by a diagonal matrix of the form

A =


−k1 0 · · · 0

0 −k2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · −km

 ,

where the entries in the diagonal represent the decomposition rate kj for each com-
partment j . A required condition is that all kj ≥ 0.10

Compartments connected in series (Fig. 1) can be represented with a matrix of the
form

A =


−k1 0 0 · · · 0
a2,1 −k2 0 · · · 0
0 a3,2 −k3 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 · · · −km

 ,

where the entries ai ,j are the transfer coefficients of material from pool j to pool i . A
required condition is that all ai ,j ≥ 015
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Similarly, feedback between adjacent compartments (Fig. 1) is defined by a matrix
of the form

A =



−k1 a1,2 0 0 · · · 0
a2,1 −k2 a2,3 0 · · · 0
0 a3,2 −k3 a3,4 · · · 0
0 0 a4,3 −k4 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 0 0 · · · −km


. (7)

More complex model structures are created by replacing zero entries in the matrix
A, representing transfers between different compartments i and j .5

An important characteristic of the entries ai ,j is that they are proportional to the
decomposition rate, i.e. ai ,j = αi ,jki , where αi ,j represents the proportion of the de-
composition rate that is transferred to pool i from pool j . Furthermore, 0 ≤ αi ,j ≤ 1, and
the column sum

∑
i αi ,j ≤ 1, with

rj = 1−
∑
i

αi ,j (8)10

representing the proportion of the decomposed material that gets released from the
system from pool j .

2.4 The environmental term ξ(t)

The majority of organic matter decomposition models include functions f (x) that mod-
ify decomposition rates according to a set of time-varying environmental conditions15

{x1(t) . . .xn(t)} such as temperature, moisture, evapotranspiration, etc. (Burke et al.,
2003; Adair et al., 2008). In our model (Eq. 6), the representation of these environmen-
tal effects is done with the term ξ(t), which is the result of the evaluation of the function
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or set of functions f (xi (t)), yielding a scalar value that can be directly multiplied to the
matrix A. In this case,

ξ(t) = f (x1(t), . . . ,xn(t)). (9)

The values of f (xi (t)) are determined by different functions that depend on temper-
ature, precipitation, and other environmental variables. Time-dependence is therefore5

introduced with times series of these environmental variables as input in the model.
SOILR contains a library of functions that calculate environmental effects on decompo-
sition rates based on functions reported for different models (Table 1).

More complex functions are also introduced in SOILR but are not included in Table (1)
due to space limitations. The documentation and help files of SOILR contain a more10

detailed description of all functions.

2.5 Initial conditions

The linear dynamical system represented by Eq. (6), has many different solutions, but
we are only interested in the solution that satisfies

C(t = 0) = C0, (10)15

where C0 is a m×1 vector with the value of carbon content in the different compart-
ments i . C0 must be specified in SOILR to run any possible model structure.
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2.6 The vector of inputs

Inputs to the system from above and belowground components are represented by the
vector I(t), which for clarity can also be expressed as

I(t) = I(t)


γ1
...
γi
...
γm

 (11)

where I(t) is a time-dependent scalar representing the total amount of inputs and the5

coefficients 0 ≤ γi ≤ 1 represent the partitioning among the different pools.

2.7 Carbon release

A variable of interest in modeling soil organic matter decomposition is the amount of
carbon leaving the system over time either in the form of CO2 gas or as dissolved
organic carbon. We represent this flux with the general term r, which is given by10

r = RC(t), (12)

where r is a m×1 vector containing the instantaneous release of carbon for all pools,
and R is a m×m diagonal matrix with the release coefficients rj in its diagonal calcu-
lated from (8).

2.8 Analytical solution15

Analytical solutions to Eq. (5) are implemented in SOILR only with the purpose of test-
ing the performance of the numerical methods. However, we can only test cases under
certain simplifications of the general model of Eq. (5). In particular, for a homogeneous
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system with constant coefficients, which is analogous to the decomposition of a single
cohort of organic matter (Ågren and Bosatta, 1998), Eq. (5) simplifies to

dC(t)
dt

= AC(t). (13)

With initial conditions as in (10) the analytical solution to this problem is given by

C(t) = eA(t−t0)C0. (14)5

If I(t) is not identically zero, then the solution of the linear system

dC(t)
dt

= I(t)+AC(t),

with initial conditions as in (10), is given by

C(t) = eA(t−t0)C0 +

t∫
t0

eA(t−τ)I(τ)dτ. (15)

A detailed description of the calculation of the matrix exponential eA is provided in10

the appendix.

3 Numerical implementation

The solution to the dynamical system described by Eq. (6) is discretized over time, with
h denoting the time step and n the number of steps. The time step h may or may not be
constant. Initial conditions are given at time t0 = 0. The solution to the system is then15

given by

Cn+1 = Cn +Dr [f
′(Cn),h], (16)
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where Dr [f
′(Cn),h] is an r order finite difference approximation to the system of ODEs

of Eq. (6) for each time step h (LeVeque, 2007); in other words, and ODE solver.
The choice for the ODE solver is flexible in SOILR. Currently, we provide the option to

use a simple Euler forward method or an interface to the deSolve package of Soetaert
et al. (2010).5

The function deSolve.lsoda.wrapper in SOILR, is a wrapper to the function
lsoda in package deSolve . lsoda uses variable-step, variable-order methods and
switches between stiff and non-stiff methods during the simulation when the stiffness
of the system changes (Soetaert et al., 2010).

3.1 The Model class and the GeneralModel function10

The numerical implementation of the general model described by Eq. (6) is facilitated
in SOILR by defining the class Model in R. A class in R is an attribute of an object
that defines formally what information the object should contain and how those objects
should behave when functions are applied to them (Chambers, 2008). This means that
any model structure constructed with SOILR would have the same attributes and will15

provide consistent results when generic functions are applied to these objects.
The class Model is initialized in SOILR by calling the function GeneralModel , which

only initialize the Model object but does not perform any simulation. This function can
only accept five different arguments that are necessary to implement a specific case of
the general model of Eq. (6). The first argument is a vector t which contains the time20

steps where the solution to the ODE system is sought. This vector can be of any length
but must be of class "numeric" .

The second argument is a matrix of class "TimeMap" which implements the time
dependence of the matrix A of Eq. (5). The class TimeMap is native to SOILR and was
implemented to prevent extrapolations beyond the range of input data. Due to the time25

dependence of the matrix A, it needs to be implemented as a function as required by
the majority of ODE solvers (Soetaert et al., 2010) specifying the starting and ending
times of the simulation.
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The third argument of the function GeneralModel is a vector of class "numeric"
containing the initial values C0 of the ODE system. The fourth argument is again an
object of class "TimeMap" containing the inputs I(t) to the systems in a vector form.
The length of this vector must be equal to the dimension of the matrix A, and initial and
ending times must be specified for this vector. The fifth argument is another object of5

class "function" specifying the ODE solver (see previous section).
Once a new object of class Model is initialized with a function call to

GeneralModel , this new object can be queried to apply specific methods to it. For
example, to obtain the amount of carbon over time solving the system of ODEs, any
object of class Model can be queried by applying the function getC . The call to this10

function returns a n×m matrix with the amount of carbon for each pool m at each time
step n. Similarly, to obtain the amount of carbon release over time, any object of class
Model can be queried with the function getReleaseFlux to obtain a n×m matrix
with the amount of released carbon for each pool m at each time step n.

This implementation of specific models as a class with generic methods will allow15

the integration of new functions without major modifications to our current implemen-
tation. For example, once nutrient cycling and isotope dynamics are incorporated into
SOILR, new methods will be developed independently without major modifications to
the current implementation of carbon stocks and release.

Specific model structures such as those presented in Fig. (1) are implemented as20

separate functions that simply call the general function GeneralModel . However,
within the implementation of these specific model structures we introduced a series of
tests that would avoid the specification of model constructs without biological meaning.
In particular, these functions check for the correspondence between the dimensions of
the matrix A and the vectors I and C0, and guarantee that the elements in the main25

diagonal of the matrix A, i.e. the decomposition rates, are negative. In the vignette pro-
vided with SOILR we present some examples on how these specific model structures
are implemented, which also serves as a template to implement new model structures
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as desired by the user. Examples on how to use these model structures as a function
are presented in Sect. 4.

3.2 Version control system, unit testing, and automatic documentation

The development of SOILR is aided by a significant amount of existing open source
software. To solve the ordinary differential equations produced by our framework, we5

rely on the well tested and documented deSolve package developed by Soetaert et al.
(2010). We also use the open source symbolic python library SymPy (SymPy Devel-
opment Team, 2012) to compute analytical solutions for the models for which this is
possible. The analytical solutions obtained from SymPy are used to automatically cre-
ate unit tests for SOILR. To constantly run these tests, we use another open source10

software, the Runit package (Burger et al., 2009). The tests are distributed with the
release version of SOILR and thus add to the transparency of its development. In ad-
dition, we use Sweave (Leisch, 2002, 2003) and the inlinedocs package (Hocking
et al., 2012) to produce documentation and encourage a literate programming style
(Knuth, 1984). As version control system, we use Mercurial (O’Sullivan, 2009) and the15

Trac (Edgewall Software, 2011) online project management tool, which includes ticket
system, wiki, and online access to our source code.

3.3 Documentation

There are different types of documentation for SOILR. The first source of information
is this document, which introduces the science and some general technical details. A20

second source of information is the documentation to each function provided within the
package itself. To view this documentation, the user only needs to open R and type
help.start() . This will open a help window on a web-browser. There the user only
needs to go to Packages/SoilR to view a list of all the functions implemented. Clicking
on each function will show details about the arguments of each function and examples25

on how to use them. For specific functions, the user can also just type the name of
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the function preceded by the question mark on the R command shell. For example,
typing ?TwopParallelModel in the R command shell will open a help window with
the description of the function. To view the source code of the function, the user only
needs to type the name of the function (without the question mark) on the R command
shell.5

A third source of information are the so called Package Vignettes. These are short
documents illustrating the use of the package for specific purposes. Currently, we pro-
vide one vignette with version 1.0 of SOILR. This vignette illustrates the implementation
of any model structure within SOILR. For future versions, we will provide vigenettes
about fitting specific model structures to data and how to use SOILR for modeling ra-10

diocarbon.

3.4 Installing and loading SOILR

SOILR can be obtained from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), the of-
ficial repository for R packages with mirrors in places all over the world. Packages
stored in CRAN can be downloaded directly from an R session. It can also be obtained15

from R-Forge, a repository for package developers. To install SOILR from CRAN the
user simply needs to type in the R command shell install.packages("SoilR") .
To install from R-Forge, the statement is install.packages("SoilR",
repos="http://R-Forge.R-project.org") . After installing the package, simply
type library(SoilR) and the package is loaded into your R session.20

4 Examples

In this section we present examples on how to run some of the functions implemented
in SOILR based on the theoretical framework presented previously. Additional details
about the implementations of each function and instructions on how to implement new
model structures are presented in the vignette ‘Implementing Compartment Models in25
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SOILR: the GeneralModel Function’ provided with the package. To view this vignette,
simply type vignette("GeneralModel", package="SoilR") in the R command
shell.

4.1 Implementation of a two pool model with connection in series: the ICBM
model5

One of the first models ever proposed to represent soil organic matter dynamics was
a two-pool model with connection in series (c.f. Eq. 2, Henin et al., 1959). More than
50 years later, Andren and Katterer (1997) proposed the ICBM model, which is practi-
cally the same model proposed earlier by Henin et al. (1959), but including a term for
temperature and moisture dependence of decomposition rates. The set of differential10

equations of the ICBM model are given by

dC1

dt
= I −k1ξC1

dC2

dt
= αk1ξC1 −k2ξC2, (17)

where α is a humification or transfer coefficient and ξ a parameter representing external15

effects on decomposition rates. In the ICBM model, C1 represents a “young” pool and
C2 an “old” pool. This set of equations can be rewritten using our model formulation,
which gives

dC
dt

= I
(

1
0

)
+ ξ

(
−k1 0
αk1 −k2

)(
C1
C2

)
, (18)

with initial conditions (C1,0,C2,0)T, and where

A =
(
−k1 0
a2,1 −k2

)
,
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with a2,1 = αk1, γ = 1, and ξ(t) = ξ.
The function ICBMModel in SOILR implements this model structure requiring as its

arguments: (1) a vector of any length with the points in time when we are interested
in finding a solution, (2) a column vector of decomposition rates (k1,k2)T, (3) the value
of α, (4) the value of ξ, (5) a column vector with the initial amount of carbon at the5

beginning of simulation (C1,0,C2,0)T, and (6) the mean annual carbon input to the soil I .
Andren and Katterer (1997) provided values for these arguments from a 35-year field
experiment manipulating carbon and nitrogen inputs to the soil in Sweeden. For the
case of a treatment in which the soil was left as bare fallow without N or C inputs, the
ICBM model can be parameterized as10

dC
dt

= 0
(

1
0

)
+1.32

(
−0.8 0

0.13 ∗0.8 −0.00605

)(
C1
C2

)
, (19)

with initial conditions (0.3,3.96)T.
Assuming SOILR is already installed, it is only necessary to write the following lines

of code to run the ICBM model
15

library(SoilR)
times=seq(0,20,by=0.1)
Bare=ICBMModel(t=times, ks=c(k1=0.8

k2=0.00605), h=0.13, r=1.32,
c0=c(C10=0.3,C20=3.96), In=0)20

The first line simply loads the SOILR library within the R session. The second
line simply defines the time vector for which we want to obtain a solution. In this case,
it is a series of numbers from 0 to 20 by steps of 0.1 years. The call to ICBMModel
simply initialize the model and checks for consistency on its arguments. In this25

example, the decomposition rates are given in units of year−1, and the initial amounts
of carbon in units of kg C m−2.
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To obtain the amount of carbon over time it is necessary to invoke the function getC
storing the output into an object. For example, to store the amount of carbon from the
object Bare the user can type

CtBare=getC(Bare)5

This new object, CtBare , is a matrix with 2 columns (2 pools) and 201 rows
(201 points in time, from 0 to 20 in increments of 0.1). To obtain the total amount of
carbon, i.e. the sum of the pools, the R function rowSums can be used. For example,
plotting the total amount of carbon over time as well as the carbon on each pool only10

requires these lines of code

plot(times, rowSums(CtBare),type="l",
ylim=c(0,5), ylab="Topsoil carbon
mass (kg m-2)",xlab="Time (years)",15

lwd=2)
lines(times, CtBare[,1],lty=2)
lines(times,CtBare[,2],lty=3,col=2,lwd=2)
legend("topright",c("Total carbon",

"Carbon in pool 1", "Carbon in pool 2"),20

lty=c(1,2,3),col=c(1,1,2),lwd=c(2,1,2),
bty="n")

If the total amount of carbon is needed for further calculations, the output of
rowSums() can be stored in an object with any name.25

We implemented the different N and C treatments reported in Andren and Katterer
(1997) from the set of parameters reported by those authors. The code necessary to
reproduce Fig. 2 in Andren and Katterer (1997) is provided as an example with the
function ICBMModel and can be accessed by typing attr(ICBMModel,"ex") , or
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from the html help in R. This code produces Fig. 2, which is identical to Fig. 2 in Andren
and Katterer (1997).

4.2 Alternative two-pool models

The ICBM model described in the previous section, although useful, does not offer
too much flexibility in terms of the input arguments. For example, the litter inputs to5

the system could vary over time as well as the temperature and moisture effects on
decomposition rates. In addition, there are other possibilities to implement a two pool
model depending on the type of connection between pools (Fig. 1).

The parallel pool model structure can be implemented with the function
TwopParallelModel , while a more general version of a series model structure can10

be implemented with the function TwopSeriesModel . Similarly, the feedback model
structure can be implemented with the function TwopFeedbackModel . The inputs of
litter and the modification of decomposition rates by external factors can be either con-
stant or a function of time. Furthermore, the functions presented in Table 1, and their
combination, can be used as arguments into the different model structures providing a15

large variety of options to model decomposition with just two pools. In fact, the same
flexibility can be obtained with any number of pools with the application of the more
general function GeneralModel .

As an example, we show the differences obtained by running three different versions
of a two-pool model with the same amount of carbon at the beginning of the simulation,20

similar rates of litter inputs, and equal decomposition rates (Fig. 3). As an illustration,
we also ran the simulations with different options for the time dependence of the litter
inputs and the decomposition rates. In the first simulation, we ran a model with a struc-
ture of parallel compartments. In this simulation, the litter inputs and decomposition
rates were constant, but the decomposition rates were modified by average values of25

temperature and moisture according to the functions proposed in the Daycent model
(Table 1). For the second simulation, we ran a two-pool model with connection in se-
ries introducing temporal variability in the amount of inputs using a sine function that
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artificially represents an annual cycle. In the third simulation, we ran a two-pool model
with connection in series among compartments. The amount of litter inputs over time
were calculated using random numbers over time. In this simulation, we also produced
random numbers of temperature and moisture and applied the functions to modify de-
composition rates according to the Century and the Demeter models (Fig. 3). The code5

to reproduce Fig. 3 is provided in the example of the function TwopFeedbackModel .
These simulations, without being necessarily realistic, simply show that small differ-

ences in model structure can produce very different predictions, even when the main
parameters of the model remain unchanged. The simulations also serve to illustrate dif-
ferent possibilities in the use of the basic functions of SOILR to represent the process10

of organic matter decomposition over time.
To implement more sophisticated models with a higher degree of complexity, it is

possible to specify a larger amount of pools with complex functions representing the
dependence of litter inputs, decomposition rates, and transfer between pools with other
external variables such as temperature, moisture, soil texture, nutrient status, among15

many other.

4.3 Implementation of the RothC model

RothC is a popular and widely used model for predicting organic matter dynamics over
time. Although earlier versions of the model included five active pools and one inert
pool (Jenkinson and Rayner, 1977), more recent versions only include four active pools20

plus the inert pool (Jenkinson et al., 1990). RothC is implemented within SOILR and
we provide details here about this implementation to illustrate the use and potential
implementation of any other model. RothC can be described by the following set of
differential equations
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dC1

dt
= γI −k1C1

dC2

dt
= (1−γ)I −k2C2

dC3

dt
= α1,3k1C1 +α2,3k2C2 −k3C3 +α3,3k3C3 +α4,3k4C4

dC4

dt
= α1,4k1C1 +α2,4k2C2 +α3,4k3C3 −k4C4 +α4,4k4C4

dC5

dt
= 0 (20)5

where C1 represents the decomposable plant material (DPM) pool, C2 the resistant
plant material (RPM) pool, C3 the microbial biomass (BIO) pool, C4 the humified or-
ganic matter (HUM) pool, and C5 the inert organic matter pool (IOM). This set of equa-
tions can be rewritten in the form10

dC
dt

= I


γ

1−γ
0
0
0

+


−k1 0 0 0 0

0 −k2 0 0 0
α1,3k1 α2,3k2 −k3(1−α3,3) α4,3k4 0
α1,4k1 α2,4k2 α3,4 −k4(1−α4,4) 0

0 0 0 0 0




C1
C2
C3
C4
C5


or as

dC
dt

= I


γ

1−γ
0
0
0

+


−k1 0 0 0 0

0 −k2 0 0 0
a1,3 a2,3 −k3 +a3,3 a4,3 0
a1,4 a2,4 a3,4 −k4 +a4,4 0
0 0 0 0 0




C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

 (21)
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The values of the decomposition rates are constant and given by: k1 = 10, k2 = 0.3,
k3 = 0.66, and k4 = 0.02 (Jenkinson et al., 1990; Coleman and Jenkinson, 1999). The
value of the transfer coefficients is determined by a function of soil texture. For the
microbial biomass pool, transfer coefficients are calculated as

a3,j = k3,j
0.46
x+1

(22)5

where x is a value that determines the proportion of decomposed material that is
respired as CO2 and is given by

x = 1.67(1.85+1.60exp(−0.0786pClay)) (23)

where pClay is percent clay in mineral soil (Jenkinson et al., 1990). Similarly, the trans-
fer coefficients for the humified pool are given by10

a4,j = k4,j
0.54
x+1

. (24)

The partitioning of incoming plant material is determined by the ratio DPM/RPM,
which in RothC is set as 1.44. Therefore, γ = 0.59. Now, the basic structure of the
RothC model can be written as

dC
dt

= I


0.59
0.41

0
0
0

+


−10 0 0 0 0

0 −0.3 0 0 0
1.02 0.03 −0.59 0.01 0
1.19 0.04 0.08 −0.02 0

0 0 0 0 0




C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

 (25)15

The annual amount of inputs is set in the RothC model as I = 1.7 MgC ha−1 yr−1.
With this parameterization, it is possible to run the RothC model without varying

environmental effects on decomposition rates and observe how the system approaches
steady-state for the different pools (Fig. 4). Parameter values, initial conditions, and
litter inputs can be changed easily within SOILR to compare different predictions from20

this model.
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4.4 Applications for large-scale modeling

R can handle a large variety of data structures, which offers interesting possibilities
for the application of the functions implemented in SOILR. One important type of data
structure is spatial data with global coverage. There is a large number of R packages to
import and manipulate spatial data, which facilitates the technical aspects for running5

SOILR functions at the global scale.
As an example, we show here a simple calculation of climate decomposition indexes

(CDIs) (Adair et al., 2008) using a global dataset of temperature, precipitation, and
potential evapotranspiration available at 0.5 degree resolution on NetCDF files from
the WATCH dataset (Weedon et al., 2011). The input dataset contained monthly aver-10

age temperature, precipitation and evapotranspiration for the period 1958 to 2001. We
calculated the CDIs as

CDI = ξ(t) = f (T )f (W ) (26)

with f (T ) implemented by the function fT.Century1 , and f (W ) by the function
fW.Century as described in Table 1. Results can be easily plotted on a map (Fig. 5)15

and exported again to NetCDF files. Different combinations of the functions described
in Table 1 can be used to calculate CDIs (Adair et al., 2008) and evaluate different
hypotheses about the response of decomposition rates to moisture, temperature, and
other variables.

5 Discussion20

Many models of soil organic matter decomposition have been proposed previously,
and there even exist some open source tools to implement some of these models (e.g.
Easter et al., 2007). We have developed a tool for implementing and running a large
variety of these models with the idea of facilitating comparison among multiple models
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in an easy to use interface. In this section, we discuss some of the advantages and
disadvantages of our approach.

5.1 Parameter space and structural domain

Models of organic matter decomposition are basically hypothetical abstractions about
the structure and dynamics of soil organic matter. The multitude of models previously5

developed suggests that there exists a large number of hypotheses about the structure
and functioning of soil organic matter, but there is basically little consensus on whether
one model structure (hypothesis) would have more support on observations than other
model structures (Manzoni and Porporato, 2009).

The majority of modeling studies have focused on finding the set of parameter values10

of a particular model that best fit some observed data. This approach is useful and has
provided much insight on understanding the rates of soil organic matter decomposition.
However, from the perspective of assessing different hypotheses about the structure
and dynamics of soil organic matter, parameter estimation can only give a narrow view
of the more complex spectrum resulting from the combination of structure domain and15

the parameter space of models.
SOILR provides the possibility of assessing both model structure and parameter val-

ues broadening the spectrum of ideas that can be assessed within one single analytical
framework. As a tool, it goes beyond than simply providing the best set of parameters
from a particular model that best fit some observed data. SOILR allows for the explo-20

ration and testing of different hypotheses about processes within soils.
We believe this approach complements well, and could be even more powerful, than

previous approaches to assess performance of model structure with inter-comparisons
among different modeling groups (e.g., Melillo et al., 1995; Wu and McGechan, 1998;
Cramer et al., 2001; Randerson et al., 2009). Multi-model inter-comparison projects25

do not necessarily cover the whole domain of model structures, and may be subject
to important issues such as independence of code, bias of the whole model ensem-
ble, inappropriate metrics to define model performance, etc (Knutti et al., 2009; Knutti,
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2010). SOILR can partially help to overcome some of these problems for assessing
the performance of model structure through the option of using alternative functions
to represent the same process. Philosophically, this approach is also similar to testing
multiple working hypotheses.

5.2 Model hierarchies and functional programing5

The gap between simulations and understanding described by Held (2005) is currently
exacerbated by the continuous increase in detail and complexity of simulation mod-
els. Held (2005) suggests that a way forward to close the gap between simulations
and understanding is by the development of model hierarchies in which large-scale
complex models are particular cases of general models that are more amenable for10

understanding of system structure and behavior.
SOILR can also be viewed as a system for hierarchical modeling of soil processes.

Consider for example, the environmental or external effects on decomposition rates,
which here are denoted by the term ξ(t). In its more simple and general case, the exter-
nal effects can be simply a constant (ξ(t) = c) that allows the understanding of model15

behavior without changes in environmental conditions. Simulations can then be run
with a changing environment, for example with variable soil moisture (ξ(t) = f (W (t))).
Soil moisture could depend on other variables such as precipitation and potential evap-
otranspiration (W (t) = f (P (t),P ET (t))), which in turn can be dependent on other func-
tions. In this form, a hierarchy of models is build with the dependence of different func-20

tions on other functions.
In terms of programing, this concept of model hierarchies can be easily implemented

in a functional programing style. A function that performs certain task can have as its
arguments other functions that perform other tasks. These functions can be indepen-
dent among each other so many different functions that perform the same task can be25

available within the same modeling environment. This is one of our goals with SOILR,
to provide a modeling environment that serves as a repository of different functions that
can perform the same task so their performance can be easily compared. It also allows
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building soil organic matter decomposition models in a hierarchical framework because
functions can have a large number of dependences on other functions creating a bridge
between simple general models and detailed modeling constructions under the same
basic principles.

5.3 Limitations5

Obviously, our approach to organic matter decomposition modeling with SOILR has lim-
itations. The first most obvious limitation, is the use of high-level programing language
that can have important problems in computational efficiency. This could be an impor-
tant problem if specific models structures with a large number of computations per time
step are applied to a large number of points such as a grid of global points. Other pro-10

graming languages such as C or Fortran may be more suitable for these tasks. SOILR
is more suitable for the exploration of different model structures and hypotheses about
soil processes rather than for large computational tasks, however, some paralellization
tools within R could be used for this purpose. We recommend however, that once a
specific model structure is identified as useful for a large computation, the entire model15

object is translated to other language. We are exploring this possibility to include in
future releases of SOILR.

Another potential limitation is the incompatibility, in the current version of SOILR, for
representing the decomposition process as a non-linear dynamical system. Non-linear
dynamics are important for representing microbial processes such as priming, and are20

very relevant for simulations at short time scales (Wutzler et al., 2008; Manzoni and
Porporato, 2007, 2009). A potential solution for this limitation in SOILR, is to provide a
framework to linearize non-linear systems and compute solutions as presented here.
This functionality can be possibly included in future releases.

There might be other limitations that we are not currently aware of. Probably over25

time, and with the input from other users, we will become aware of those limitations.
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6 Conclusions

We have developed a modeling environment for representing the process of soil or-
ganic matter decomposition. This tool, SOILR, is an open source package for the imple-
mentation and testing of different representations of the process of soil organic matter
decomposition. The main characteristic of SOILR is its hierarchical structure in which5

we describe a general model that can accommodate any possible model structure of a
multi-pool model of decomposition. More detailed models can be implemented to sim-
ulate specific controls on the decomposition process. This allows for testing of multiple
working hypotheses about the structure and functioning of soils and their behavior over
time. SOILR not only allows for exploring dynamics on the parameter space of a model10

but also on the structural domain.
This first version of SOILR only allows simulations of organic matter decomposition.

Future versions will include representations of other biogeochemical elements such as
nitrogen and phosphorus as well as their isotopic composition. A module for parameter
fitting will also be included in future releases.15

Appendix A

Computation of the matrix exponential

The matrix exponential eA is defined similar to the exponential of a real number as

eA =
∞∑
k=0

1
k!

Ak . (A1)

However, this definition can not be applied to actually compute eA for a given matrix.20

To do so, we use the following theory from matrix algebra:
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1. For a diagonal matrix

d =


k1 0 · · · 0
0 k2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · km

 ,

The matrix exponential is given by

ed =


ek1 0 · · · 0
0 ek2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · ekm

 , (A2)

2. If D is related to d by a similarity transformation D = PdP−1 we can compute the5

exponential by

eD = PedP−1 (A3)

due to the fact that

PP−1 = 1

3. For a nilpotent matrix N with Nq = 0, the infinite sum in (A1) is reduced to polyno-10

mial because all powers Nk vanish for k > q.

4. If the minimal polynomial of A can be factored into a product of first degree poly-
nomials, A can be decomposed into a diagonalizable D and a nilpotent matrix N,
where D and N commute (Jordan-Chevalley decomposition)

A = D+N. (A4)15

DN = ND (A5)
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5. The Jordan canonical form (J.c.f) is a representative of the equivalence class of
matrices similar (in the sense of A3) to the tridiagonal matrices as, for example in
(7).

6. The J.c.f J of A consists of blocks that fulfill (A4) and (A5) where D is not only diag-
onalizable but even diagonal. Additionally, the exponential of eJ can be composed5

from the exponentials of the Jordan blocks, in the same way as J is composed of
the blocks itself. Let Jλi k denote the Jordan block related to the eigenvalue λi with

block-size k then J as well as eJ can be expressed as block diagonals:

J = Jλ1 1
⊕· · ·⊕ Jλ1m1

⊕· · ·⊕ Jλn1
⊕· · ·⊕ Jλnmn

eJ = e
Jλ1

1 ⊕· · ·⊕ e
Jλ1m1 ⊕· · ·⊕ eJλn1 ⊕· · ·⊕ e

Jλnmn
(A6)

In conclusion, for all cases where the J.n.f of A exists we can compute the matrix10

exponential combining (A3) and (A6), which results in an analytical solution of the form

eA = PeJP−1.

We give a small example to illustrate this process for finding analytical solutions. Con-
sider the following matrix

At =



−t 0 0 0 0 0
0 −2t 0 0 0 0
0 0 −2t 0 0 0
0 0 0.5t −2t 0 0
0 0 0 0.5t −2t 0
0 0 0 0 0.5t −2t

15
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The jordan normal form is given by

J =



−t 0 0 0 0 0
0 −2t t 0 0 0
0 0 −2t t 0 0
0 0 0 −2t t 0
0 0 0 0 −2t 0
0 0 0 0 0 −2t


The transformation matrix with A = PJP−1is:

P =



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0.5 0 0
0 0 0.25 0 0 0
0 0.125 0 0 0 0


There are three jordan blocks, the first related to the eigenvalue −1 of size 1, the second5

related to the eigenvalue −2 of size 4, and the third also related to the eigenvalue −2
but of size 1.

The matrix exponentials of the first and the last blocks are very easy to compute
because the blocks are just 1×1 matrices.

eb1 =
t
e

10

eb3 =
t
e2

Now consider the second Jordan block

b2 =


−2t t 0 0
0 −2t t 0
0 0 −2t t
0 0 0 −2t
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We decompose it into a diagonal and a nilpotent part

b2 = d+N =


−2t 0 0 0
0 −2t 0 0
0 0 −2t 0
0 0 0 −2t

+


0 t 0 0
0 0 t 0
0 0 0 t
0 0 0 0


and compute the exponentials of the two parts separately starting with the diagonal
part.

ed =


e−2t 0 0 0

0 e−2t 0 0
0 0 e−2t 0
0 0 0 e−2t

5

To compute the exponential of the nilpotent part, we look first at the powers of N

N2 =


0 0 t2 0
0 0 0 t2

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



N3 =


0 0 0 t3

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



N4 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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Notice that nk = 0 for k > 3. Therefore, we only need the first 4 terms of (A1). Accord-
ingly, we have

eN =


1 t 1

2t
2 1

6t
3

0 1 t 1
2t

2

0 0 1 t
0 0 0 1


Combining the two results we get:

eb2 = ed+N
5

= edeN

=


e−2t te−2t 1

2t
2e−2t 1

6t
3e−2t

0 e−2t te−2t 1
2t

2e−2t

0 0 e−2t te−2t

0 0 0 e−2t


Now we assemble eJ from the exponentials of the blocks. Next to the big one there

are two others which have only size 1. Ordering from big to small we get

eJt =



e−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 e−2t te−2t 1

2t
2e−2t 1

6t
3e−2t 0

0 0 e−2t te−2t 1
2t

2e−2t 0
0 0 0 e−2t te−2t 0
0 0 0 0 e−2t 0
0 0 0 0 0 e−2


10
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To arrive at the final result we have to transform back to the original base and even-
tually get:

eAt = PeJtP−1

=



e−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 e−2 0 0 0 0
0 0 e−2t 0 0 0
0 0 0.5te−2t e−2t 0 0
0 0 0.12t2e−2t 0.5te−2t e−2t 0
0 0 0.02t3e−2t 0.12t2e−2t 0.5te−2t e−2t


,

which is the analytical solution.5

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.geosci-model-dev-discuss.net/5/993/2012/
gmdd-5-993-2012-supplement.zip.
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Table 1. Functions implemented in SOILR to represent the effects of temperature T , and mois-
ture W on decomposition rates.

f (x) Terms Function name Source

f (T ) =

Q(T−10)/10
10 T : mean temperature fT.Q10

47.9
1+exp( 106

T+18.3 )
T : monthly temperature (◦C) fT.RothC (Jenkinson et al., 1990)(

Tmax−T
Tmax−Topt

)0.2
exp

(
0.2

2.63

(
1−

(
Tmax−T
Tmax−Topt

)2.63
))

T , Tmax Topt:
monthly average, maximum,
and optimal temperature

fT.Century1 (Burke et al., 2003)

3.439exp
(

0.2
2.63

(
1−

(
Tmax−T
Tmax−Topt

)2.63
)(

Tmax−T
Tmax−Topt

)0.2
)

T , Tmax Topt:
monthly average, maximum,
and optimal temperature

fT.Century2 (Adair et al., 2008)

0.8exp(0.095Ts) Ts: Soil temperature fT.Daycent1 (Kelly et al., 2000)
0.56+ (1.46arctan(π0.0309(Ts −15.7)))/π Ts: Soil temperature fT.Daycent2 (Parton et al., 2001;

Grosso et al., 2005)
0.198+0.036T T : monthly temperature fT.linear (Adair et al., 2008)

exp
(

308.56
(

1
56.02 − 1

(T+273)−227.13

))
T : monthly temperature fT.LandT (Lloyd and Taylor, 1994)

exp(−3.764+0.204T (1−0.5T/36.9)) T : mean temperature fT.KB (Kirschbaum, 1995)
exp((ln(Q10)/10)(T −20)) T : mean temperature. Q10:

temperature coefficient
fT.Demeter (Foley, 2011)

exp(−(T/(Topt + Tlag))Tshape )Q(T−10)/10
10 T , Tmax Topt:

monthly average,
maximum, and optimal
temperature

fT.Standcarb (Harmon and Domingo,
2001)

f (W ) =
1

1+30exp(−8.5W ) W = P/PET, P :
monthly precipitation, PET:
monthly potential
evapotranspiration

fW.Century (Parton et al., 2001;
Adair et al., 2008)

(W−b
a−b

)d ((b−a)/(a−c)) (W−c
a−c

)d
W : water filled pore space. a, b, c, d :
empirical coefficients

fW.Daycent1 (Kelly et al., 2000)

5(0.287)+ (arctan(π0.009(RWC−17.47))/π) W : volumetric water content fW.Daycent2 (Grosso et al., 2005)
0.25+0.75(M/Msat) M: soil moisture. Msat:

saturated soil mositure
fW.Demeter (Foley, 2011)

(1−exp(−(3/Mmin)(M +a)))b exp(−(M/(Mmax +c))d ) M, Mmin, Mmax: average, minimum
and maximum moisture
content in litter pool.
a,b,c,d : empirical coefficients

fW.Standcarb (Harmon and Domingo,
2001)
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No. Pools 1 2 3

Parallel

Series

Feedback

Fig. 1. Basic model structures implemented in SOILR. Squares represent the compartments,
and arrows represent inputs and outputs to and from the compartments. These model struc-
tures are special cases of the matrix A.
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Fig. 2. Model predictions with the version of the ICBM model implemented in SOILR. This
graph reproduces Fig. 2 in Andren and Katterer (1997). This figure can be reproduced typing
example(ICBMModel) or attr(ICBMModel,"ex") in SOILR.
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Fig. 3. Examples of three different representations of a two-pool model with different model
structures and environmental effects on decomposition rates. The upper panel shows carbon
stocks and the lower panel carbon release. Additional details about the implementation are
given in the text.
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Fig. 4. Carbon accumulation for the different pools included in the RothC model. DPM: the
decomposable plant material pool, RPM: resistant plant material, BIO: microbial biomass pool,
HUM: humified organic matterpool, and IOM: inert organic matter pool.
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Fig. 5. Climate decomposition index (CDI) calculated as the product of a function of temperature
(fT.Century1 ) and a function of precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (fW.Century )
using monthly data from the WATCH dataset (Weedon et al., 2011).
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